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Walter Bishop at work in the first episode of Fringe, Season 2.

Nearly

off television. Thats how I’m describing my current state of entertainment viewing.
I’m nearly done with TV, and almost ready to prepare myself for the long winter
ahead, cooped up in the office in the vain attempt at finishing my novel (or any

novel, for that matter). Okay, no more cutesy italics. By the time I get ready to shut the office door
and hibernate with the dictionary and Mr. Coffee, Top Chef’s current season will be at its end and I
won’t have that to blog about on Whip Smarter. There will be the end of the Lost cycle to watch. Ah,
but there is one very good reason to come out of the word processing cave every now and then
(well, besides work, but that isn’t a good reason. Ever). Fringe. The other (although there may be
dozens that I’ve forgotten about) J.J. Abrams juggernaut, Fringe may be the strangest, yet
downright most fun you’ll have watching TV. Outside, that is, of manufactured reality television and
the news (also manufactured, but in a less blunt way).

Fringe premiered for a second season last night and all of the disturbing goodness I’d expected
was intact. I’m not

Anna Torv, the coolest woman on TV.

 going to tell you a single plot point. That’s what IMDB is for. Having said that, I will
point out some of the general easter eggs that the premiere brought. Walter
Bishop and son Peter are still at it, bickering with all the chemistry and verbal
gymnastics that made season 1 so much fun to watch. John Noble’s Walter is
Cosmo Kramer for the ’00′s. Mentally disturbed, drug addled, constantly eating
and way oversexed, Walter Bishop is the character that keeps giving. The writers
give us just enough Walter to balance out the far ranging, fantasy elements of the
show. If you haven’t watched Fringeit goes like this, Walter and Peter (Joshua

Jackson) are Harvard based consultants to the F.B.I’s Fringe division, which investigates everything
where Mulder and Scully left off. Agent Olivia Dunham (Anna Torv) is paired with the consultants by
her superior (Lost’s Lance Reddick, the baddest man on TV) and together they fight crimes just on
the edge of reasonable explanation, mostly perpetrated by the Massive Dynamic Corporation. This
is where a lot of the X-File’ssimilarities stop. All of the threads are intertwined between otherworldly
criminals, Massive Dynamic, Walter Bishop, Mr. Spock and a boat load of other culprits. Oh, and
it’s just honking cool. This year Agent Jessup (Jessica Markle) has joined the group and it
navigating the Fringe unit’s under the radar operation.

So, I’ll write a little and come out into the light every now and then to watch Anna Torv battle
monsters, aliens and capitalism run amok. As my wife points out, the blog won’t make me a dime
any way, so why not write the book and take long Fringe breaks.
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